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This  document  is a  compilation of  the most  relevant  statistical 
data  available to the Commission  on  the aerospace  sector  in  Europe 
and  the  United  States. 
The  Directorate-General  for  the  Internal  Market  and  Industrial 
Affairs  has  been  compiling  and  collating these data  since  1972; 
its very  first  communication  to  the  Council,  dated  19  July  1972 
(document  COMC72)850),  included a  statistical annex  on  the 
trading position of  the  aerospace  sector. 
In  subsequent  years*,  it became  possible to  make  a  more 
detailed analysis, owing  mainly  to  the cooperation of  the 
industrial  associations  in each  Member  State belonging  to  AECMA 
(European  Association of  Aerospace  Manufacturers),  which  colla-
borated actively  with  the  Commission  in  conducting  an  annual 
survey  on  turnover  and  employment  among  companies  in  the  sector. 
This  version of  the document  gives  the trading position of  the 
sector on  31  December  1977,  and  is shorter than  in  previous years: 
it was  not  considered necessary  to  repeat  the  methodological 
considerations,  and  the  comments  on  the tables at the  head  of 
each  chapter  have  been  reduced  to the bare  minimum. 
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1.  In  1978  the  volume  of  world  .scheduled traffic  was  12" 
greater than  in  1977.  This  growth  rate  has  been  exceeded  only  once 
during  the  last ten years  (1972  :  +13X>.  The  load  factor  of  the 
fleet  -64X- was  in  1978  an  absolute  record.  The  growth  in  the 
volume  of passengers  carried and  the  increase of  the  load  factor 
can  largely be  explained by  the  introduction of  cheap  fares. 
2.  The  volume  of  scheduled traffic  carried by  AEA-member 
European  airlines underwent  in  1978  the  same  growth  as  world 
scheduled traffic  (+  12X>. 
When  this  figure  is broken  down  into traffic zones,  it 
can  be  seen  that the best  results  have  been  achieved  on  interconti-
nental  flights, where  the  increase  in traffic  with  respect  to  1977 
was  15.1%  for  an  increase  in available seats of  9.4%,  which  produced 
a  remarkable  improvement  in  load  factor. 
3. ·  1978  was  characterized by  a general  reduction  in 
non-scheduled  flights.  Although  there was  a  12%  increase  in  world 
traffic  in 1978,  there  was  an  18X  decline  in  passenger-km  in 
non-scheduled flights  for  IATA-member  airlines as  a·  whole.  For 
traffic between  the  United  States  and  Europe  this decline  was 
20.7X  whereas  the overall  traffic  increased by  13.3%.  In  the 
United States non-scheduled traffic fell .in  general  by  21%. 
A preliminary study of  these  figures  reveals  a  direct 
link  between  the  reduction  in non-scheduled traffic and  the 
reduction  in  fares  for  scheduled flights  in  1978. _____ .~Mrd  ~ 
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1973  '  0  .• 404  '(1_0)  '\  '·-:520  (12)'·  ...  ·~·: :-.· .·942'·:: (·10) 
1974·  0_.424  (5~) .  548. (5)  966  (3) 
..  . ,  ..  ,, 
'1975  0  ... 436  (3)- -.  575  (5).  .1  026'.(6) 
·1976 
.. 
·o""~75  (9)  .. 632  (10)  '1  104  (8).  -
1977  0.517  (9)  69.1  (9)  1  180  (*7) 
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..  0  .• 515  (5)  656  (6)'  ·1  108  ·.(3) 
.-
-1975  0~534 (4)'  ·697  (6) .. 
1  179  (6) 
1976  0~576 (8)  762  (9) 
.. 
1  268  (8) 
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'  1977 
. ·I  o;61o  (6)  818  '(7)  .1·  346  '(6_)·  : 
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T  F C 
Fr~iaht 
•,.,  ·- .  .-
8~-2- (13) ,  17  5'30  (17) 
8.7  (5)  . 19  020  (8) 
'  . 
8~1 (0) 
..  ·19  370  (2) 
19  .. 3' (7)  '21  450  (11) 
10  .. .'3  (.10)  . 23  620  (10) 
11. 2  (9)  26  400  (12) 
Passengers  carried/km 
Seats  available/km 
Tonnes  Freight  Carried 
Tonnes/km  Covered 




- 2  880  (4) 
~ 880  (0) 
2  900  (1) 
3  030' (4) 
3.180  (5). 
.. 
3  260  (3). 
- Source 
- 1978  : 
ICAO:  airlines  in  143  countries 
Estimates 
- Rates  of  increase in  brackets 
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1976  197'8  Traffic  zones  .1977 
AEA  135. - 18  x·  144'  18  X  163  17  X 
USA  288  -38  "  311  38  "  378  · 41  X  . 
USSR  '130  17  X  127  -16  X  135  15  X 
Rest  of  World  209  27-X  231  28  X·.  244  27  "  . 
To.tal  762  100 "  813  100  "  920  100  X 
<. 
Notes.  -source:.  AEA  <Association  of European  Airlines) 
1978  :- Estimates 
,  I 
: 
..  ..  ·. 
'..:tr.end 
' 
76/77  77/78 
·, 
+ 7." .  + 13  " 
+ 8  ~  +  22  " 
•  3 X  +  6 X 
+ 11  X  +  6 X 
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PCK  (million>·  SAK·~- ·(mill  ion>..  - L.oad  Factor  ... 
.  .. 
197·6.  1971  -19?8.  1976  '1977  .. 
1977  1978  1978.:  1976 
.. 
- ~ . 
. ..  -
·Domestic  Traffic  15  674'  17  015  17  3q0  24  752  25  989  26  270  63  65 •. 5  .  ~6.1 
.. 
. - . 
-
· Intra-Euro·pean  38  34.2  42  836  47  217  67  533  72  587  .79. 447  :  57  59,.0  59.4 
. Trefftc  . -· 
.  .  '  . 
. . .. .  ~- ..  ;  -- .. 
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Source  :  A.E.A. 
1978  Estimates 
- As  a  result of  the redefinition of  domestic  traffic  in  1976,  thereby  including 
the traffic between  parent  countries  and  their overseas  territories, domestic 
traffic  has  been  artificially increased at  the  expense  of  intercontinental  traffic 
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'·  .  .,_. 
RATES  Of  INCREASE  IN  PASSENGER·S  CARRIED/KM 
•  .,.~  ~  t  • ~ ·,"  .... 
BY  AEA  AIRLINES 
. 
~Intra-European  Domestic  In.tercontinental  TOTAL  Traffic  Traffic  .Traffic  ..  .  . 
~  ,, 
.•  .. 
1973/74  2.6  2.78  ·4.3  3.8  .  . 
1974/75  8  .• 1  . 4~9  4.0  5. 2 




•1  II 
11'. 7  9.13 
.  '•  5.7  7. 7  .  .  .  . 
. 1977/78.  10.23  2.;03  15.1  12.4 
-
1973/78  52.51  71.44  35.83  4~55  ..  - .. 
... , 
~-
. *.  Following  the  redefinition of domestic  traffic in  1976  <see  footnote 
to  the  prev,ious  table>,  in  calculating  the  increasedrate  for  1975/76 
the  number  of  PCK  was  defined  in  the  same  way  as  in  1975.,  and  in calcul-
ating the  increasetrate for  1976/77  the number  of  PCK  was  defined  in the 
same  way  as  in  1977. 
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C I  V I  L  T R A N S P 0  R T 
M A R K E T - 9  -
1.  These  data  were  prepared  for  the  Commission  by  the 
Institute of  Air  Transport  (ITA)  and  cover  virtually all  airlines 
(of  which  there  are  more  than 450)  using all  types of  aircraft-
turbojets and  turboprops  built  in  the  United  States,  Europe,  Japan 
and  Canada. 
2.  The  share of  the market  won  by  short- and  medium- . 
haul  aircraft is  increasing at the expense  of  long~haul aircraft. 
As  regards  the  geographical  distribution of  the  fleets,  there  is  a 
steady upward  trend  in  the  relative  value of  the  fleet  of  the 
rest of  the world  to  the  detriment  of  the  United  States,  the 
European  fleet  remaining  approximately  stable  since  1973. 
3.  A comparison  between  the  trend  in  the geographical 
di.stribution of  the markets  and  th.e  trend  in  the  share of  the 
market  won  by  European  aircraft  shows,  for  the period  1970-77, 
(a)  that the  value of  the  European  market  has  increased by,4.5% 
and  that the share of  this  market  won·by  European  goods  has  fallen 
by  12.2%,  and  Cb)  that  the virtual  monopoly  of  the  United  States 
aerospace  industry,  which  absorbs  approximately  90%  of  the  world 
market  and  82%  of  the  European  market,  has  remained  intact. 
4.  If, however,  we  observe  the  1976-77  trend,  it is 
noticeable that  there  has  been ·a  significant  recovery  in  the  share 
of the  various  markets  won  by  short- and  medium-haul  aircraft, owing 
in particular to  Airbus  and  F28  sales.  ·The  increase  in  Airbus  sales 
in.1978 will only  confirm this trend. 
"••-
~  ~  ..•.. ...,_  .. ·  .. -
-
.  . 
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EUROPE HORS C.E.E • 
EUROPE OTHER THAN E.E.C.  1 REPARTITION DU MARCHE 
BREAKDOWN OF THE MARKET 
! LONG-COU R  Rl ERS 
~~~§~-~~-~~--------·-- ·- -· 
,, 
'I 
c.e.e.  : 
! 1974  ! 
l1977  l 
-
-·-··.-----.---~--·-------"'---' 
E.E.c.  l: 
..,  .  ..  - ~  - - - - - .  ~-
-
··- ··:--- -··· -- .  '  ...  -----···-~---~ 
EUROPE HORS C.E.E.  . 
EUROPE_O~HER  THAN ~.E.~~--\ 
C/M-COUR Rl E  RS 
SHORT/MEDIUM-HAUL 'I 
.- 11)  -
ORDERS  &  DELIVERIES 
"'· 
··:  .~-A-IRCRAFT. 
~·~  '  Ordered  DeLi v,rec 
by  by  YEARLY  ORDERS 
~  ....  ,, 
31/12/78  31/12/78  1975  1976  1977  1978 
. LONG-·HAUL .. 
.  ' 
- , .  .  Cone or  de 
~  9  9  '- - - -
•.  Boeing  707  786  776  3  '4  4  - .  7.20  '154  154  - - - - ..  747  440  347  . 19  14  42 . .  .  .  83  .  DC-8·  556  556  - - - -
• .DC-10-30/  40  204  164'  1'  15.  25  41  . VC-10  35  :35  - - ·- -:  . Comet  51  51'  - - - - . 880/990  · ·(Coronado)  83  83  - - '- - I  .  L-1011-500  (Tristar>  25'  - - -- - 19 
., 
·. 
SHORT- AN~ MEQIUM-HAUL 
'  .  ' 
•  A-300-B  . 123  59  16  3  18  70 
• Caravella  278·  278  -
._  -- -
.BAC-111 
..  227  224  5 
I 
2  5  •  -
•  Boeing  727  1  621  1.425.  : 49  :.  .113··  134  131 
•  737  .  .  685  546  33  ~9  38  146 
757  40 
'  40  •  - - - -
'  767  84  ..  - •  - - :~.  - 84  .  Fokker Jr-2 7 * ·  682  '669  23  3  3  9 
•  F-28  :  144  132  26  6  12 
I  11 
• · HS-Trident .  117  117  - - - -
•  Mercure  10  10  - - - - .  .  DC-9  992  893'  30  25  51  66 
·DC-10-10  ..  114.  99.  1  6  ·2  .  - .  L-l01t-l00/200(Tristar~  '172  157  - - 8  8  11  .  VFW-614  1.6  10  1  6  - -
~  •  HS-748  335  321  1  ·11  3 
' ..  ~  --~,,..~~1~ 
'..-...  __  _.. ................  4~  --...,  '-
..... 
""' 
TOTAL·_  7  983  7  115  213  250  .344  736 
• 
*  )  Including.~205 built under  Licence  in  the  United  States  by.  Fairchild .  \ 
••  f  ~ 
.  . li 
~~ 
.  I 
-
., 
F.~.  G.~~many ..  ·  -
..  ~ 
Belgium.··  '  -
~  ,. 
. ' 
·Denmark- - ·-
-Franc·e  ·  . 
..; 
Ireland  '.  '•  · .. 
' 
I-t~ly_  .. 
. - .  :  •  . 
-·  _-Luxembourg  .. 
.  -
>- -- -. 
Netherlands 
:  .. 
.,  .. 
.. 
united·  Kingdom 
.. 
E. E. C.  .. 
'  '  '. 
·other European  Countries, 
Europe 
United  States 




-.  '.  ·- LONG-HAUL  -· 
USA  EUROPE 
I  ., 
1  173.50  - -· 
•255 .so  -- 1-60 
22-50  - -
943.60  246~QO. 
'  - 90_.50  0.80 
'./ 
- 452 .• 69  -· 
82  .• 80  - '. 
867.00  . -
1 536.70  327-90' 
I. 
s·  425.00  576.30 
,. 
1  .7~3 .14,  0.80 
7  178. ·1.4  5.77-10 
-6-387 ·12  -
10  018.72  5.60 
23  583.98  582.7.0 
'. 
·'. 
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I  '·, 
-· . 
'  _·  ,_. 
SHORT- AND  MEDIUM-HAUL 
USA  EUROPE  OTHER~-
.  '  . : 605.70'  366~~4  -
122.40'  24--04  - -
'-73-00.  32~65·  -
.240~55.  616.92  -
.  '  6o·.oo  3.00  -' 
'524.~ 70 
I  50-12  -
'  .. 
15~00-
~.  5.83  --
,  ..  -·  .. 
189.60  27.91  -
559.00  664.22  -
.. 
2  389.95  1  790.73  -
'2 465.76  267.81  ·8.40 
~  .. - -
.4  855--71  2  058-54  8-40 
16  867-28  19-4·64  33-60 
6  879.54  2  473.61  100.80 
28  602.53  4  676.79  142.80 
r 
.{  ,'  '  .. : . . 
~  I  •  ,_  •  •  4: 
.f.  .  ..  . 
.  -· 
.....  '  ...........  -
.. 
TOTAL  1o  : 
·-
2  146.44  I-
403-84'  -
128·15  -
2 047 .07"  .. 
154.30  -
l  027-42  -
- 106  .• 03  •  ..  · 
1 081"51  -
3  0'98 .• 62  -
I 
-
10  196 .38  .17 .7 
4  499.51  7 .8· 
14  695-89  25· 5 
23  43'2·'64  40·7 
19  490.27  33.8 
57  618.80  100.0 
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M~RKET TRENDS  AND  MARKET  SHARE  WON  BY  COMMUNITY  BUILT  AIRCRAFT 
-__  :_~~- ...  -
(%  value) 
'Re·Lat i ve  Size of  the  Market  .  .  - . 
- c:  j 
- ·-~  ··Market.  v..  v. 
,  Market  Share  won  by  Aircraft_ 
Built  in th.e··EEt 
1970.  -1974 
~  % 
1976 
1. 
1977  Trend 
70/77 
% 
:,;;l·-..  -. -- .. __  .._..,._1_9~·;p6,  .  1~74  1~7,6. 
,,~ j  ·  _.c FLeets>  ·  - %  %  ·  %. 
.. ·  ..  ?-, ______  -...,~ __  ~--~  -·-t  __  _,_.......,,,_-t----}----+a-----~-23-.-2~----.  9··.-s-1 
~;j_ 
.  '.51  _  .  14.7  1s.o  17  .. 6·  3J._.o  21.4  22.·3 
:~_:'J!  •. European 
:  .. :.d  .  Countries  6 .•  ~  8"0  7. 9  23.1  7. 7  4-·6  6-0  -17.1 
l'-
-f~----------~----~----~~~~~----~~N--~----~----1~-~----·--~+---~~-~~  .,..! 
··_-:.?·  EurQpe  (21  ... 0)  (26  .. 0)  (25.5)  (25.5)(+  4.~5)  (30.i)  (17.2) '(16.9)  (17-9)(-12-2) 
28.6 
--··)1.  USA  63.9 
\}1
1
.- Rest  of  the  15  •. 1 
. ·.  :·:  · Morld 
._  -\;~[  World  ..  :_  :  ~·1'-: _____  _._ ______  --.!i.--_....., __  .......,. __  ......  _~  ....... -- .......  --"""---~~---1 
g. s 
12.6 
45.4  42 .8·  40.7  -23.2  ·  · 2.1 ·  . o. ·4- o.2 
31,._7  33  •. 8 
100.0  100.0  100.0  100-0 
18  .• 7  ·12. 1  10,.·9 
7-8 
0-6  - 1.5 
12. 1 I 
9~1  - 0·4 
0.6 
I.  •. _,; 
I_' 
'  -- ........  a 
I  .  !  • 
•, - ... 
l. 
I  / 
.  ' .... 
.  ' 
'. 
13 -. 
~  ...  .  . 
..  .  ··' 
MARKET  TREND_S.  AND .. MARK;T  SHARE  W_QN  B.Y  COMMUNITY~BUI-LT AIRCRAFT 
.  -
. <.Breakdown  into· Short- :a_nd · Mediurn-Ha·ul  and'  Long-HauL·· Aircraft). 
'----..;.: 
. -~  (%  value)  . 
_. 
•.  I 
~  ..  ..  . '  Market  Share  Won  by  Aircraft 
R·elative  Size of  the  Market  Built in  the  EEC  ' 
'. 
- - •,  ,_. 
I  I 
-·1974  '·  1976  1977-·I 
·Trend.  '19'74  1976  1977  Trend 
'  -.MARKET-- X  " 
·.  X  .  74/77  %  %  :%  '74/77 
.  ' 
I 
a>.·.  Short- and  Medium-Haul  A  ire 
'  \  '  II"' aft 
.. 
EEC- 13.8'  13.1 ..  12_.5.  - ~1  .• 3  42 •. 9.  3a.6  42.8  - 0.1 
~  .. 
...  . .  .. 
Other  European  '9. 8 ·.  -·4.4  I  •  '9.1  6~3  8.2  - 0.9  14.1  1  0  •. 2 
~  _  ..  ·Count  .. ries 
I  ...  -
..  ·Europe  ·(22. 9)  (19.4)  (20.7)  c- 2.:2)  '31 .s ·.  29.4  29.7  ...  1.  8. 
, -USA  ··s2. 3 
I'  '52.-8.  s1 .o·  -·  1.-3_  0.7  0~3  o. 8  o. 1  ,; 
'  .. 
~ .  . ~ . 
.. 
28.3 ·  ..  ..  ~est  __ of  t_he-.  24-8·  . 27-&.  '3~5  25.7  . 21 •. 8  26. 2  o.s 
'  world 
·' 
' 
-~  .. 




~  \ 
.. 
/  ..  ·,  -·  ,,  .. 
. bl.:  Long-Haul  Aircraft  ...  .  : 
-
22.0  23.5  . ·24.9'  2  9  8.6  10.5  9.6  1. 0  ·EEc.·  '. 
,.  . 
.~.  . 
·- ,.  .. 




1\.  __ 
~n~~ies  .:·;  ..  ___ 
'' 
I 
<29_.0)  "'(3~  •. 4> 
f"l  •• 
Europe  ..  (;52.2)  3. 2  6 •. 5  7·. 4  7.4  0.9 
'·  38-.9  30.0  26;4  -12  •. 5  -·  USA  - - - ..  .. 
..  Rest  of  the  32 .• 1  .36.~  41.4,  : 9. 3  3.0  o  •. 1  - -3 
•  ~Jor ld  ',  ... 
.  . ' 
World  100.0.  ·100"0  100.0  •·  - ·2.9  2. 5  2~4  ·- o..s  ..  - J 
'.;  ·~.  . 
•'' 
j'  :  '•  \'  •  ..  •  ~  ••. 
.• ... - 1'4  -
Aggregate  Sales  at  31  December  (Units) 
- -·  . 
USA  Aircraft  Eur~pean ~; rcraft .  Total 
1975  1976  1977  1978  •1975  1976  1977  1978  1975  1976  '1977  1978  _.~  -- _,..  ---
Short- anc 





Long~H_a.u  L.  1  989  2  022  2  093  2  248  95  95  . 95  95  2  084  2  117  2  188  2  343 
i  Total  ,·,  4  803  5  022  s 330  5  956  1  835  ,  866  1  902  2  0_27  6  638  6  888  7  232  7  983 
Fleet  and  Orders  (Trading  Position  in  December) 
.-' 
Units  Value  (million  EUA)  .. 
TYPE  1974  1976  1977  1974  1976  .1977  -
.. 
\-<""  '- Lo.ng~Haul  ,.  886  1.  719  1  748'  18  517  .• 3  22  034.2  24  196.7 
Short•  and  ·  ··. 
4  348  5  042  -5· 265.  17  337. 2'  28  626.6  '33  422.1 
Me~:Hum-Hau  L·.  . 
. 
·Total  . 6  234  ..  6  761  ·1·  013- ' .. 35- 854.5  so  660.8·  57  618.8 
) 
Fleet  and  Orders  Value  Breakdown 
~  -,  ' 
1970  1971  .1973  1974  1976  1977 
~ 
-' 
"  '  '  ~  '  ..  .....-
Long-HauL 
., 
55  2  51' .1  51  -1  51  6  43  .5  42  0  ,  ..  :,  . 
Short- and  44.8  148.9. 
,· 
48,9  . 48 .• 4  56. 5  58.0 






Total.  100.0  '100.·0  .. 100.0  100~0  100.0  100~0 
.  '  .  .  . 
••  t  l 
,· 
-.-.. 
:;;;;;;;;;;;;;..-··------------....  -.......  ---··-~·.-.·  --------·---~--;;,;;;;;;.-·;;;,~------;.....;.;;--;..;;.-·;.;;;•  =~----;;....,;,;.··--·-··4.<.-:.;:.-:;:;.:·=.-.:.:...· ·::- .•  -.;::~·.........,;;..•·  .-...-·  ......... __.._.  .......... _  ___.:..::....:,...,___._---=.:~·"'-·' --- -----
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BREAKDOWN  OF  FLEET  VALUE  INTO  GEOGRAPHICAL  ZONES 
.  '  ..  , 
I 
'1970  - 't 
I 
I . 
- E.E.C.  r.14~ 7 
.Other  Eur~pean Countries  .6.3 
Eu.rope .  . · . 
·USA 
·.Re.s_t--~f ·the.  w~rld·~-· · 
.  ,  ... 
'· 
,· 
. .  ..  .  '"' 
;  ·~.. .  '  --~ 
.  ' 
I  ' 
~  ) 
'  ot•  ••  •• 





..  (21.0). 
63.9 
,./  15 .1 
·.100  .• 0 
f_. 
.  ' 
:  .. 1973.  '197/f. 
·18_.2 ''  118.0 
'• 
8.1.  ·s.o 
.  ~26. 3)  (26.0) 
.. 
53·0  ..  ..  45.4 
. 20.7.  :'  ·28.6  .-· 
' 100.0  100.0 
t  ...... 
'  1  f  ' ~ 
1, 
'  .. 




. '  ' 
'> 
,  . 
1976  1977 
17.-6  17.7 
.  7. rJ  7.8 
(25. 5)  <25.5)·· 
42. 8.  40.7 
31.7  33.8 
100.0  100 .o . r  ,. 
.  ,_ 
""  .  .  \ .....  ~  .  ~: .  ..~  .... 
•''' 
·-' 
- 16  -





(Value  Breakd9wn> 
,  1976  1977 
; 
standard  Aircraft  72.-7  ~  74.4"1. 
Wide-Body  27.3%  25,.6  1. 
· Boeing 
i  42.2 1.,  43.5 1. 
McDonnell  Douglas  29.6 1.  .  28.9 1. 
' 
/  15.5%  13·. 0  '7.  Lockheed 
I 
~ 
Other  USA  '0.2%  0.-2  1. 
european  Manufacturers  11.9  ~  14.0 .  .,._ 
Other  Manufacturers  0~6 %  0~4 % 
'  . 
.  -· 
LONG-HAUL  AIRCRAFT  IN  SERVICE  AND  ON  ORDER. 
(Value  Breakdown) 
1976  1977 
Standard  Aircraft  _34.8 ---..  '31. 8 
Wide·-sody  "  '  62.6  65. 9. 
Supersonic 
l 
2.6  2. 3 
Bo~ing  66.4  68.2 
McDonnell  Douglas  '30.6  28.4 
Other  USA  (x) • • •  . 0.9 
-
European  Manufactur-ers.  2.9  .· 2.4 
Other  Manufactur:~rs- 0.2  o.1  . 
)t)  ... 
Negligible 




~  . 
.  ~ .  .  .. 
(1'  100  -~ 
~  , 
.  \. 
.. 
\ 
1  100 
'./"  J----............  -~  1..--:'  .  ·--..~,t.----...__~~r---
~  , 
'  , 
.  t 
to  1oo· . 
lt 
t  . 
"  ' - 17  -
T  H  E  C I  V I  L  H E L I  C 0  P T E R 
& 
L I  G H T  A  I  R ·c  R A  F  T  M A R K E T - 18  -
1.  The  civil  helicopter and  light  aircraft fleet  is, 
for  Western  Europe,  calculated on  the  basis of  registrations  in 
the  1979  International  Aviation  Register  (VERITAS  Bureau,  French 
Edition>;  for  North  America,  the  figures  and  data  are  taken  from 
"Aerospace  Facts  and  Figures  1978/79". 
2.  ITA  CThe  Institute of  Air  Transport)  gives  the  world 
Light  aircraft fleet  as  264  080  units, broken  down  as  follows: 
230  350  single-engined aircraft  and  33  730  twin-engined aircraft 
and  executive jets. 
:,.-. 
,, 
:  II 
. :, 
It '  .-
CIVIL  HELICOPTER  FLEET  IN  WESTERN  EUROPE  AND  NORTH  AMERICA 
(Beginning  of  1978) 
\ 
..  -. 
;  Fleet  B_reakdown  by  Design  Origin 
F  ..  l .. e  e-t 
u---s  A· 
-(.'  E 'E  c 
..  Number  -- %  ;  ·- -·Number=  *) 




18  1 .5  17  (2)  94  1.  6  •. 
Denmark 
I 
3,.5  41  (2)  41  100  - -
France  279  23.9  129.  (60)  -46  150  54  - {  .. 
Ireland  9  0-8  ,  ·.:  8· (2)  89  1·  11 
• • •  :  ~  &  ' 
"  Italy  126  10.8 
~  98  (52)  78  .  28  22 
·.  . 
Luxembourg  -.  - - - - -
Netherlands  18  1.5  16  (1)- 89  2 
~  . 11  , 
'. 
.  .  .. 
F.R.  Germany 
..  .319  27.3  197  (59)  62  122  -- 38 
United  Kingdom  .359  30-7  312  (74)  87  47  13 
..  >  .• 
~  .  -
I. 
EEC  1  ..  169  100  818  (252)  70  351  30 
Other  European  413  - 298  (91 )·  72  115  28 
Countries  ..  ·  . 
USA  and  Canada  7  160  - 7·  017  98  _143  2  r 
'  ..  ,. .. _: 
*)  -
The  number  of  helicopter·s  manufactured  in --~urope  under  licence  is  given  in  brackets 
f. ..  ..  :  ~ '  ~ 
SINGLE-ENGINED  LIGHT  AIRCRAFT .FLEET. IN  WESTERN.  EUR.OPE  .AND .THE  u'sA··  ..  (Beginni~g  ··~f  19'18) 
,  . 
...  ..,.  ·. 
·., 
.L.''. • 
l  . 
·.-;  . FLEET  BREAKDOWN  BY  DESIGN  ORIGIN 
.. 
'FLEET·.·  \,  I,  .. 
\"' .  .  ~ 
·us,(.  Europe·  ·-- japan  Other 
:Number  X  Number  X  ·Number  X  Number  X  Number  x 
1- !-----· 
~ 
<  ..  ..; 
l  ., 
ee.lgiu·m 
~ 
676  4  404  6o  271  40  1. 
.Denmark  820  5  591  .· 72  229  -28 
.~ 
\  .,  -.  ' 
~ 
:·~ 
France  5 '658  32  1' 326  ..  23  4 297  76  - 35  1 
Ireland  200  '1 ..  60  30:  139  69  1·.  ··1  ..  -..  ... 
'  .  - .. 
Italy  1 145  ·7  457  40  673  59  15 ..  1 
··• 
'  .  ... ~ ..  .. 
Luxembourg  43  ·20  47  22  51  1  2  -
. -
,~ 
·Netherlands  404  2'  327  81 .  6S.  16  '12  .. 
I 
3  : 
•  lio  •  '. 
.  1  'I'  ". 
'  E.R.  Germany 
.  -
5  028  29  . 3'038  60  .1- '867  37.  86'  2  .·  37  1  . ', 
Kingaom 
.. 
United  3  605'  20  1  684  47- 1 889  52  1-5  0,5  17'  o,s 
~  .  "  -~- ..  - .. 
~==========  :::~----- ~.: ========  .========~~=====·_ ========== ..... _...,.., __ ============= =======  =----- =========  ==========  .... ---- ... - _,..._ ... _  -----....... 
~ 
17  579  9r:rt  .  lf5 
.. 
r54'  1'16  - 0~6  104  . 0,4  EEC  100  7  9 452 
·'  ..  -
''!II•.  ..  '  ...  ..  ,  ....  ~ 
Other  European 
4, 837  3  .631  75  1  146  . 24  19  0,4  41  0,6  countries, .  •  I 
.· 
,..·, 
.  .  ,  ..  •..  .  .  .  .  . .  - .  . 
================ ========== ======= ============  ======= !:========= f::=====;  ========= =======  ========= p:~-~======== 
'•  '.  ....  .  ·"' 
'.:  '-~  "._1  ...  ~1( 
Europe  22  416  ..  '  .. 
1  145  11  538  .51'  1.0  598  . 47  135  1 
f .  ..... 
·usA  151'  816  148  780  98  '  3  036  .2  ._  -
,~ 
•.  I 
·' 
,  I 
.  I  . 
.. 1\J 
.o 
I  ·. 




'· ·\  . 
...  '-..  · 
. - --
TWIN-ENGINED  LIGHT  AIRCRAFT  AND  EXECUTIVE  JET  FLEET  IN  WESTERN  EUROPE  AND  THE  USA 
(Beginning  of  1978) 
...  '  FLEET  BREAKDOWN  BY  DESIGN  ORIGIN 
F  L  .. e  e  t  --
.  .  ...  . .. 
' 
'".  . -- / 
USA  Europe  Japan  Other 
- --~--- -~  +  - - --- ·-
=  Numbe'r  Number:  •  Number  Y.  Number  X  %  Number  X  ~ 
Belgium  84  ~ 3  •. 0  77  92.  7  8  - - - -
Denmark 
~  96  3.4  79  82 
' 
13  14  ,4  4  - - , 
France  726  26.0.  608  84  118  16  - - - ·-
Ireland  6'  0.2  4  67  2  33  - -
1  - -
It_a Ly  .198  7 .·1  142  '  71.7.  55  27.7  1  0.6  - - .. 
Lu xe.mbou rg  6  ·o.2  6  100  - - - - - -
'  Netherlands  67  2.4  51  76  16  24  ...  ..,  - - .  .. . 
F.R.  Germany  576  20.7  526  ~1.4  46  8  2  0.3  2  o  .. 3 
. ..  ... 
United  Kingdom 
J  '1  '031 
:  37.P  '·  720  70:  31:1  30  - - - - ; 
=================== ========~ ... ------- ========= ======== ========~ ======= ::--------- ====== ========= =======  ___  .... _____  ----... -~--
-· 
E-. E. C.  2  790  100  2  213  79.3  568  20.-4  .  .,  0.3  2  .0.0 
- ... 
Other  western  720"  - 631  88 :'  8:2  12  1  - - - European  Countries 
.  '  . 
=================== F========  ======= ~========  !======== r========  ======= F=========== ====== ========= F:======: 
Europe  ..  '3  510  2  850  81.3  650  18.5  8  0.2  2  '  - - .  . 
'  ... 
USA.  27  148  - 25  791  95  ·1  086  4  271  1  - -
•. 
~ j 
TOTAL  .  30  65~  -
!.  28  641  93  1 736  6  279  1  .2  - .  '.  .  .  ·'\·'t 
-----~------~--------------------~~-------------------------~-------~------------------------------ - ~~-~~~--~-~---·--------------~---~~--------~-----~----------------------~-------------------~-------=-=  .  ..  )  .  . 
\  t 
.  )l 
tl·  ·,·, 
;;. 
·.  .  .. 
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THE  MILITARY  AVIATION  MARKET itili  "'"'ittwrttttt:Z  -~·  .. -•'' jS17r•.-.·  ............. 
sw~ e 
- 23  -
1.  The  European  military  avi~tion market  is described  in 
the tables giveri  in this  Chapter  on  the basis of  data 
.supplied  by  the  American  publication  OMS  (Defense  Aerospace 
Market  Intelligence). 
The  aircraft  and  helicopter fteet  in  1977  was  analysed on  the 
basis of  the  ori~in of  the  e~uipment design  and  not  on  the 
place of manufacture. 
For  the  European  fleet, the added  distinction  was  made  as 
to  whether  American  designed  equipment  was  manufactured 
in the·  Commu.nity  or·  in  the  USA. 
2.  Between  1976  and  1977,  the  share of  Community-designed 
equipment·  in  the  fleets of  the Member  States  has  on  the  whole 
remained  stable  C'with  con'siderable 'divergences  between  the· 
Member  States),  whereas  du.ring:. the  same  period there  has  been  an 
overall  downward  trend (- 16.9 %)'  in the  share df Community-
designed  equipment  in  the  fleets of  non-member~states. 
An  appreciation  of this trend will  b~ meaningfuL; however, 
only  after  a  few  years  when  more  extended historical series 
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VALEUR DES FLOTTES MILITAIRES DES ETATS MEMBRES (Avions et helicopteres) 
-----R·E-PAR-TiffbNSEIO-N-LA-C0NCE-PTfON--Ef-LA-FAB-RICATION6U MATERIEC 
- - -
·VALUE OF MILITARY FLEETS i'N THE MEMBER STATES (Aircraft and helicopters) 
----:BREAKDOWN OF  EQUIPMENT BY DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING ORIGIN -
• ......,  •  ~  '  ....,_,  ~  "  - -~  ~  '  '  ~ 0  •  ~  •  •  ,_ T  ••  n  - •  ~ 0  _  ~ -·  0 
. BR  FRANCE 
OEUTSCrlLAND  · 
n  •  •-
(  1) Concep-..ioi1  _  ~ fabrication Sutidoise 
Swedish  (lr:~ign +manufacture 
KINGDOM: 
CONCEPTION ET FABRICATION C.E.E  • 
. E.E.C. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
II:  CONCEPTION ET FABRICATION U.S.A. 
L___j  U.S.A. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
IT  ALIA  BELGtQUE .  -NEDERLAND  OANMARK. 
BELGIE. ·. 
,_  . , 
'  ,  I 
·. 
..... 
'  .  ~  ~  . 
.....  '~ .  ..  '' ' 
.  :'  .j 
'  •.  ...  •  rJ 
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"'\-'  ,'  •• 'I  \  I  <I'  \ 
,.,_  f, 
1977·  mi_ L  l iori  ~UA  _-
·, . 
. .  VALUE  OF  AiRCRAFT  AND  ~ELICOPTERS  IN  SERV~~-~  I~  THE  EEC 
AN~ BREAKDOWN  ACCORDING  TO  DESIGN  bRIGIN 
; 
.- \  -'  I  .  ,_ 
E E C· 
.....  ·u  s A  '"  Other  .  - .. 
--- I 
'  ..  ,. 
Aircraft 
Helicop~~~'  Total  -X  Aircraft 
~eli  cop- Total  ·X  X 
ters  ters  Aircraf1 
.. 
~ . 
. FR  Ge:-mahy  1  :$22 .. 9 
\  62.3  1  385 .. 2  31 .. 5  2  707.2  305"4'  . 3. 012.6  6&_.5  - 0,0 
I  ..  ., 
Belgium  334:.5  16.9  · 3S1 .. t.,  56.3  273.3  - 273,3  43p7  -
·- o  .. o 
'  I  ..  -
I  .-
Denmark  .2.2.  2'~2  ·a.8  .'166.2  7~  1  173.3  s8-~9  '*  4.0 ... 3  - 118_,.7 
.  ' 
France  3  s91~'.s ,  382.9  3 974.7  96.2  '159.0 
'·  o  ... o.  - 159.0  3.~8  - }  -
J  .  .  .. 
Ireland  1  .. 8  2.2  4  .. 0  80.0  1.0  - .. 1.!"0  20.0  - . o.o 
'  . 
Italy  618.8 .  z.s·  621-3  33.7  821.,0  399 .. 2  1 220.2  66_  .. 3  - 0,0 
Net her lands  77.1  37 .. 4  114.5  36.2  202 ... 1 
'  202 ... 1  63.8  o_.o  - -
United·  '  2  401 .. 3  284.2  2  685.5  75.4  872.0  4  .. 4  876  .• 4  24.6.  0.7·  o.o 
Kingdom 
•,  I 
',..  E c  8  348.2  790.6  9 138.8  60.2  5  201.8  716.1  5  917.9  39.,0  119.4  0.,8  c. 




Total  .. 
Aircraft 
4 030 .• 1 
607 .. 8 
284.9 
. 3 750.8 




3  274.0 
1~ 669~4 
.- l 









16  .• 9. 
9,.3 
382.9 




1 506 .. 7 




4 397 .. 8 
624,7 
294.2 




3  5621,106' 
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25 
·:  \~B~EAKDOWN BY  MANUFACTURING  OR~~IN ~F. US~Q~SIGNE~ 
AIRCRAFT  IN  SERVICE  IN MEMBER  STATES'  FLEETS  (1977)·., 
.,  . 
/ 
'Manufactured  in  the  EEC  Manufactured  in  the u.s. 
Italy  86.9 X  . 13  .. 1  X 
.. 
Belgium·  ·68.,6  X  . -·  . 3-1 ... 4·  ~ 
Nethe~lan~)  31.0 X  44.8 % 
FR  Germany  10.., 1  x·  ·, 89  .. 9% 
Ireland  10,.0 r. .  90.0 %. 
Denmark  . <*>.  0  .. 0  X  90~1 X 
(w) 
Part  built neither  in  the  EE~,  no~ in the  United  States or 
.. can  ada.:.'  ' 
" 
-,-.  --. 
·, 
~·- ..  . . 
~  ..  } 
:··  :.:  .·  : 
I 
-·  -. 
. .  · .. 
·  .......... 
. :  ! 
'·' 




_,·  .. 
.·.TRENDS  IN  THE  PROPORTION  OF  EEC-DESIGNED  AIRCRAFT' 
'I  • 
IN  THE  .FLEETS  OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES 
-... 
'.  \ 
197.6  1977 
Trends 
Points _  % 
FR  Germany  23,2  31 .s.'  ·+ . 8  ... 3  +' 3s_.a·· 
~-;  .  '  . 
34.,2,  56,,.3  ~ -22·  .. 1 
I  •  ~ 04 .: 
+  ~4l"·6''. 
'-'  ,. 
0.7  0 .. 8  +  0~1  "t  -14-.-3  .. 
"\· 
; 
France  '94!'19  96:.2 --- ·.+  1,.3  +  '1 .. 4 
... 
•  '  •••  J 
Ireland  97 .o'  80  .• 0  17  .. 0  '·- ·17'.,5 
. '  '  ~ . 
Italy  .·' 45.8  ''  '33,7  ...  12 .,  .. _  '  ""'  26.4 
Nether lands  31.,5  36.P2  -·+  ... - 4.7  '+  14.9 
.  ' 
··united  Kingdom  ··. 'l}5  .• 2'  75.4 .  - ~  .• 8  '11 .. 5 
-.'  ·~ ,.  . : ·.  ...  ' 
E E C  60  .• 2  +  0.3 
... 
..•  ·  ... 
"  ·  .  .- ,._  .. '!<_. 
.  ·'  ... 
~  .  ..  . . 
'· 
·/ 
~ \  . 
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58 .• 4 
4  106  .• 7 
- 233,7  0 .. 4  56  71+3._.9 
- 10.1  1  •. 9  419.,8 
47,9.  547  ... 5  23_.4  1  332~2 
92,11~  978  ... 6  16  .• 8  '2  396r-3 
I 
304_.3  1  245 _.5  9.5  .6  576_..5 
52 .• 1  247_1'3  33,.3  170~0 
99_.3  ·592,6 75.2  .55~6  .. 
115,7  72S.4  9_.1  3  050.1 
26!'6  '205"'9  23 .• 6  590.!PS 
I 
.  3~5  61,.9  17  .• 3  245~2 
741.8  4  8486'5  4.,9  71  580_.1 
8  790~4  65  534_,3  99,;6.  - - - ol>,Q  Or.? 
74.6  494,4  92~2  - - - . o;o I  31[76 
,.  ·174~  1  1 506,3  64_,3  41 .• 5  4o2  45~7  2i0  241~8 
414  .. 6  2  810  .• 9  48y2  534L.8  14 .. 3  549.c 1  9(14  1  491.2 
.. 
928,1  7  504_.6  57:15  3 .5561/8  184~.5  3  7411'3  28c7  561./f 1 
34,.6  204~6  27  •• 5  242.3  1 .1  243.4  32"'. 7  '  48~.0 
~ 
- 55o-6  7:#0  - - - otto  140~2 
..... 
775,.4  3  825 .. 5  47  .... 8  2  084.2  '.74.2  2  158,.4  ~7,01 1 .292v~ 
·' 
5!+ .. 8  645-r3  73.>9  - - ·  - o.o I .  22,.0 
36.#3  281.5  78<#7  - - - o,og 
6  737.9 ~  3 843,4  .  11  282.9  82.,863  .• 0  84:,3  6  459.6  278 ..• 3 
(1)  : 
(2)' : 
Austria,  Finland,  Gree~e, Norway,  Po~tug~l, Spain,  Switzeriand,  Tu~key, YLgoslavia,  Sweden 
~bu Dhabi,  Algerta,  Dubai,  Egypt,  Iran,  Iraq,  Israel,  Jordan,  Kuwait,  Lebanon,  Libya,  Morocco, 
People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Yemen,  Yemen  Arab  Republic  ·  · 
Oman,  Saudi  Arabia, 
(3). :  Cameroon,  Central  African  Republic,  Chad,  Ethiopia,  Gabon,  Ghanr.,  Ivory  Coast,  Kenya, 
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IE£NDS  IN  THE  PROPORTION  OF  EEC-DESI~NED AIRCRAFT 
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1.  The  figures  on  foreign  trade  in  the  aerospace  industry,  which 
were  supplied  by  the  Statistical Office  of  the  European  Communities 
(EUROSTAT),  are  incomplete  in  two  respects  : 
(a) on-board  and  ground  equipment  are  not  included,  since 
national  statistics give  no  indication of  the  trading 
position  in these  items;  and 
(b)  data  for  the  United  Kingdom  are  not  included  in  the 
figures  on  trade  in  airframe$  since the  UK-supplies 
statistics on  parts and  spares only. 
2.  The  two  groups  of  goods  under  consideration  coincide  with 
the  foll6wing  NIMEXE  tariff  headings 
Airframes 
Engines 
88.02,  88.03.90 
84.06.01/02,  84.06.97,  84.08.11/13, 
84.08.31/33,  84.08.71. 
3.  The  EEC  has  a  positive trade  balance  in  the  aerospace  industry 
to the  tune  of  approximately  665  million  EUA. 
Thi~ positive balance  is  mainly  due  to  Community  exports 
to  counfries  other  than  North  America,  the  balance  being 
negative  with  both  the  United  States  and  Canada. 
,, . 
'  ' ~ INTRA-COMMUNITY  TRADE  IN  1977  AIR  FRA~1ES 
1  ( 1000  fUA)  h:J ..  Netherland  Belgiuq  fR.  Germany  France  Ita  t~  &.£.  Ireland  Denmark  E  E c 
~·>  .  .  Luxembourg 
'  .. 
.  ' 
FR  Germany- - ~6 818  11  562  30  203  18  585  20  222  681  1 108  129  179 
-
France  573  990  - 17  812  12  799  22  585  107  263  943  3 523  738  915 
Italy  12  759  10  678  - 275  8  273  1  825  1  591  100  35  501 
Nether lands  ..... 44  255  8 617  403  - 4 888  8  043  73  . 214  66  493 
B~lg/Lux.  4  079  13  366  1  159  5 501  - 3  918  438  7  . 28  468 
UK  105  350  92  866  11  736  27  540  12  586  - 1 389·  152.  251  619 
-
Ire  land·  107  - 1'  78  63  2 435  - - 2 684 
-
~ 
Denmark  552  1  132·  158  428  495  255  58  - 3 078 
EEC  741  09~ .  173  477  .·  42.  831  . 76  824  67  475  143  961  5  173  5 104  h 255  937 
~ 
Balance  ,  -6~1 91,3  565  438  .  .  -7 330  -10  331  -39 007  107  658  -2  489  -2 026  I -'  . 
===========~=====~=======~:==~=====~==========~==========~=====================~==========~================~====== 
Source  EUROSTAT  Import  Tables 
Parts  and  spares  only  -. , 
, 




FR  Germar_ly;·.  -
France  16' 912. 
Italy  1 097 
.  . 
·Net ~er  lands  '3 166  ' 
.. 
Bel/Lux.  5  697 
: 
UK  ..  36  096 
Ireland  -
~ 
'Denmark.··  882 
E  E c.'  63  850 
Balance  68  640 
·'  ., 
.  '../ 
.  .  . 
'·  . .  . ·'  .. 
'  '  ..  ~ .:.  .  .  ' 
.  - .  - . 
,_!  '  •  ~  •  ~. 
..  .  ·'"' ...  ;  •  A 
·, .. 
' 
- •••  - ..  ...- - '--~  - - •••  ~ -·  ••  ..  - •  ..  •  ·-··  - •  4  '.;,  ...  ...  ... ·-.  -· "r •  . - '  ..  .. .  ~- ...  - .  ...  . -
. .  . 
·.t  . 
·,' ·. 
.. 
INTRA-COMMUNITY  TRADE  IN  1977 
.  \ 
1 
.. 
·France  It  a l ;t  ~ether  lands 
·. 
I 
13:940  13  628  7  156 :  __ 
,  . 
6  318 
.. 
3  41·7  -
886  - .. ~  ~ 151 
.. .. 
2''392  812.  - . 
.  ' 
6  85f  8  -=~  818 
.. 
72  986  27  9~5  35  185 
/ 
\ 
\  ~  .,  ~  ·.:.  - : 
7  35  - 445  / 
97  .062  '48  776  47  172 
I 
26  007  -22  242  -31  346 




''  Bel/Lux.  !LL 
10  659 
I  . 86  642 
12  971  82  499 
' 
499.  23  899 
2 212  6 697 
. - -7  193 
6 572  -
I 
238  -3 943 
4  013  '2  133. 
f 
37  164  213  006 
: 
·-16  195  -30  734 























2  898 
-
-
~  ·5  "[51 
2 364 
•  #  • 
;  , 
t. 
/. 
'  . - ..  ·-- ~-- -----
(1000  EUA). · 
E  E  c. 
132  490. 
123  069 
' 
26  534 
15  826 
20  969 
182  272 
; 
4  181 
7 515 




/  . 
··Source  EUROSTAT  Import  Tables 
:  ...  -:: .•. :_:· 
I_ 
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= .  ~ .  ' 
- .....  ,, 
. EXTRA-COMMUNITY  TRADE  IN  1977  :  AIR FRAMES 
(1000  EUA)  i 
I 
; 
Extra-~EEC  Canada 
~  United  States  ~  Jaoan 
'  _Import  Export  Import  Export 
.. 





\  _,,  .  :  . 
·-
J  - •. 
... 
FR  Germany_  319  579  87  820  -231  759  300  349  31  667  -268'',682  3 815  176  -3 639  443  68  -375 
- I, 
f. 
France  235  441  661  984  426  543.  . 219  314  154  567  -64  747  1 554  101  -1  453  - 781  781 
; 
I 
I.taly  125  024  209  561  84  537  105  677  19  796  -85  881  152  13  ~139  - - - --
Netherlands  86  340  198  733  112  393  88  073  18  460  -69  613  4 931  1  986.  -2 945  7  2  - 5 
' 
)  I 
~ 
f 
Belg  .. /Lux.  95  900  18-546  -77  354  84  9.73  5  368  -79  605  891  17  -874  2  14  .  12  . 
' 
UK  (*)  119  836  308  372  188  536  82  451  77  087  -5 364  4  591  12  236  7  645  769  2  663  1 -894 
VI  i  ... 
-'='"  i  I  I. 
; 
)' 
x"reland  5 699  2  458  .  -3 241  586  262  .-324  43.  86  43  - - -
t. 
Denmar-k~·  --·  30  441  4  371  -26  070  21  908  301  -21  607  43  45  2  1  2  1 
'  , 
-E  E  C  . 
1 ·o1a  :260  1  491  845  473  585  903  331·  307  508  -595  823  16  020  14  660  -1  36"·'•  1  222  3  530  2 308 
-- - . - ... 
Source  Import-Ex~ort Tables 
_(*)  Parts  and  spares  only 
....  ';  ... · ............  :'.--~._: _______ ~---- -·-
:-:'  :~ \  ··,  "·: 
. : '."' 
.:  ... ,' 
~  . ..  .  '  . '  ~ -.  .  .  , 
.  '1,  ·..  .  . 
,  J'...  I  I 
.  : ~ ...  ..  .  .  _.  ~. 
'~I •  '. • • •.  •,,  ~  •  '  ~..  '  r 
-'  ,... :  ---;~ .'  ,. \  .  ... 
. .  -.  ~  ~ .  _.  ......  .  ..  .  ~  .. ' 
.  .  .  . '  ...  '  . 
'!  . 
•  ,II' 
•  I  •  I 
•·  f' 
'  .  ~  ·•  ~- ..  \.  • •••  •  _t 
..  . 
.  .,._.i·  ,'  ·:  ·.·• ...  - .. 
~  .·  .  '  .  ~ 
.  r  . .  .  : . :  _J  ~  '  ... '  • 
~.'  .. ..  .  '  •  •  ~ •  ~ •  •  1  t 
• '  t  . '  .  .  •'  (  I  '  •  '• •  '  •  •  . •  '  ~  • 
·. ··-·· ..... ·- .... ___ .........  ·-.,.~  .,.  ~  .. :  ..  - !  .....  ·- ~  -·  ~..  ~  ~  .  ~  '  .. > ..  ·· r-··  ,  ,.  ····.-·---"r- .-·-- •  ~ 
''\  ·-·.  •" 
.  . .  · 
'  .. 
I  ..  •  ·.  '  .•  I  , 
[  \  '.  .  • '  i  ~~ ..  0  jo  ~  4 
0 
"  0  i  •  ;:;,  - I  • 
'  1-' 
:  . ...  ' ...... 
t  .... 
·  __ ·\.  ___  .. E~JRA':"COMMUNITY  TRADE  IN  1977  :  ENGINES 
I 
Extra- EEC  United  States  ·canada· 
- Import  Export  Balance  Import  Export  Balance  .Import  Export 
.  I 
..  FR  Germany  57  691  73  086  15  395  48  409  28  895  ·-19  514 
~  961  1  2~4 
,•  '  ..  I  ·.  .  .._·  .•  ·. 
France  153  547  131. 739  -21  808.  146  244  21'829  -124  415.  665  268 
...  '·,  j' 
'Italy 
, .. 
46  641'.  36  347·  -10  294  40  133  11  160  . -28 '973  '2 714  111 
- ',,-
..  .. 
Netherlands  72·944  55  598  -17:346  47  035  26 
.. 
565  -20  470  925  \  52 
/.  : 
1 
Be~g/Lux.  58  909  6 258  -52  651-'  5.7  299  698  -56  601  392  -
u K- 272  522  564  226  291  704  193  321'  230  261  36  940  17  67].  20  915  .. 
Ireland  320  988  668  77  . 248  171  - -
·Denmark  18  279  4 390  -13 889  17  450  944  -16 506;  208  .71  :  -
-.  .. 
E E  c  680  853- 872:  632  191  779  549.9,68  320  600  -229  ·368  23' 537  22  671  . 
1  .. 






~-2  603. 
-873 
-392 






·-:  ......  ~· ·-- ....  .  .."' ........  :. .' .  .. 
..  ·. '\'  ~ ..... 
.  . .  I 
(1000  EUA) 
Japan 
Import  Import  Balance 
·t 
. - 2  2  I 
!  .. 
73  122  49 
' 
:  .. 





~  - - -.  .. 
- I 
4  213  17·So3  13  290 
4- - -
- - - 1 
;-
. 
4 302  17  640  13  338 
••• 
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1.  The  survey  made  each  year  in  collaboration  with  the  industrial 
associations  in  each  Member  State enables  the  turnover  of  the 
European  aerospace  industry to be  broken  down  according  to type 
of  customer  and  sector. 
Since  AIA  (the  Italiari indust-rial  association)  was  unable  to 
provide  a  breakdown  for  the eritire turnover  of  the  Italian 
aerospace  industry,  the  relevant  figures  (approximately  3.8 r.> 
were  obt~ined  by  e~timition. 
2.  The  items  considered  in  the various  subsectors  are the  following 
(a) .Airframes: 
(b)  Engines 
(c)  Equipment 
(d)  Space 
(aeroplanes,  helicopters, gliders), missiles, 
thei~ parts and  spares. 
(piston,  propeller-turbine and  jet engines),. 
their parts and  spares,  equipment  and  accessories, 
for  installation  in  the-equipment  mentioned  under  a. 
all  ~quipment for  airframes(see a.)  and  space 
(see d.)  (finished products, parts  and  spares, 
sub-assemblies)·  including  test  and  ground-training 
equipment. 
space  vehicles,  satellites,  Launch  vehicles, 
ground  installations. 
3.  For  the  first time  since  1971,  the  European  aerospace  industry's 
turnover  in  1977  fell  in  comparison  with  the  1976  figure,  at 
constant  prices  and  exchange  rates.  On  the other  hand,  the 
United  States•  industry  was  able  in  1977,  for  the  first  time 
since  1970,  to  halt  the  deilin~ in  its turnover  and  even  register 
a  slight  increase. 
4.  In  1977  an  increased  propo~tion of  turnover  was  taken  up  by 
·military ·contracts  rather  than  civil ·contracts  :  74.6%  in  1977, 
as  against 72.2%  in  1976  and  72.1  %·in  1975.  Similarly,  in  all 
.branches  of :the  industry,  the  share  of  turnover  represented  by 
public ·cont·racts  has·  increased  markedly  in  comparison  with 
pr~vious years,  at  the  expense  of  the  proportion of  exports, 
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j PRIX ET TAUX DE CHANGE 1970 
l1970 PRICES AND RATES OF EXCHANGE 
------·-·  ~PRIXCOURANTS 
~CURRENT  PRICES 
U.S.A. 
E.E.C. 
C. E. E. ...._~----·  __  : -·  .. .-.-.  -·--· ........ _  .. _______ --~·--
~=-------~=------"---------------------------------.-------.--------------------~--~~---- {1) 
_:  RAPPORTS 1970/1977 ENTRE LES CHIFFRES D'AFFAIRES FINALS 
; EN VALEUR CONSTANTE 
~-~---~-RATIO  BETWEEN 1970/1977 FINAL TURNOVER AT 
CONSTANT PRICES 
,  ,  ,  , 
/  , 
,  ,  "  / 
,  ,  , 
,  , 
· 1,63 FRANCE 
· 1,60 IT  ALIA 
1,38 UNITED KINGDOM 
1,37 c.c.E.- e.e.c. 
1,36 B~LGIQUE  BELGIE 
-1,~2 NEDER_LAND 
0,89 B ~DEUTSCHLAND 
0, 76 U.S.A.  _ '  \  ·:.. ·38-
_  ..  FINAL  TURNOVER  Cmi l Lion  EUA) 
B  FR  UK  I  EEC.  (1)  USA  • 
· (current  prices) ,- , 
1970·-.;..'  710  39  1  310  ~227  113  1'576'  4  035:  21  779 
1971  823'  53  '1  386  219.  119  1  610  4  210  18  750 
1972.  908  . 65.  1  529  359.  169  2  125  5  155 .  17 993 
1973  1  138  61  1  993  353  . 160  2  137  ..  5  842  17  437 
1974'  1  213.  74  2  263  361  141  2  500  6  552'  18 735 
1975  1  279  99  2  924  494  227  2  894  7  917  .19  016 
1976  '1  531  111  3  790;  491  - 280  3  106  9  309  22  046 
1977  .,  '433  114  3  933'  568  301  3  425'  9  774  23  017· 
--" 
-.  - ' 
·.  (_1970  pric_es  an_d  ex~hange rates) 
1970  770  . 39.  1  310  227  113  1 :576  4  035<  r- 2!-Z?;:L. 
1971  764  50  1  310  205  110.  1  479  3  918  '------' r-~'  .. 
1972  761  ·sa  1  359  319  139  1  898  4  534  18  057 
1973  823  48  1  580  313'  115  ., 988  4  867  18  168 
1974  771  .  50  1 690  295  88  2  081  4  975  17  178 
12'5: 
;, 
1975  746  59  i'  1  779  358'  2  071  5.  138  16  587 
1976  808  58  2  164  346  134  2  122  ·s  632  16  519 
1977  689  ·53  2  130:  '  363  126  2  181  5  542  . 16-632 
(1)  The  sum  of  the  final  turnove~of all the  Member  States _Ctrea~~r than  th~ final 
EEC  turnover,  sine~ intra-Community  transactions  between  EEC  aerosp~ce 
ma-nufacturers  have  not  been  deducted).  "'· - ..... •·•  11oJ  - .,.~  _. _.  - ...  - •  o  •  •w  ' 
• ;='"  .  ·  ;= ,. •· ·1. •  ~• • ••• •  ~·•···. • ~  ••  ~  •• ~  •  ~  ••  : •  ..:  .:.-¥==•  --~-~~-~~-~~~--_;· f..:.~~~:: ~~~·  .~.:.· ..  ~', •  '5  ,..,.  ~'~ .·.;,; ·M ~  ct'•··"!"'~  ~~-~  ,;.~·.:.•::·:. :~.~ -~:.!"·  • •  •• ·. _  ~~.-r~  ,..,.::;;:;j:;~ .r;.;,;.., .,.;..; ~~:....~---•. 
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. ' .. 
FINAL  TURNOVER  OF  THE  AEROSPACE  INDUSTRY 
i  ........ 
IN  THE  MAIN  WESTERN  PROCUCING  COUNT~IES 
·' 
'· I, 
I,  .• 
.  . 
·" 
f  United..  (1)  Canada  Japan  '  ..  States  EEC 
..  ...  .. 
~  .  ·mi l:l ion  EUA  million  ~u~  ~ill  ion  EUA  million  EUA  .. 
C  cur.ren5  ~·  X  Kcurrent  ·x ·.  current  X  'current·  %  ..  pr_i ces) - prices) 
'' 
·pr1 ces  ...  prices) 
.  '  -
972'  '17  993  74.':6  5  155  .~~lc;:ft  ... ·  ..... · ·562  2_.,4.  396  1_.6 
-· 
,• 
•  *-'  "  .~  '. '  ..  - - '. 
\ 
'.1973  '17  437  72 .. 0  5  842 ..  '24~1'  537  2.2  401  1,7 
- .,. 
1974,  18  735  .70,7  .6 552  '  24  .• 7 
:::.  625 ..  2.~4 
~  572  2,2  ; 
1975  19  016  '67 .8  ..  .7  917  28 .. 2  ..  502  '1,8  617  2\?2 
r- ;  .. , 
• 
1976/  22  046'-:-
,• 
67~2  9-309·  28_  .. 3  726·.  2_.2.  746  . 2,.3 
: 
I_  1977'·  '  23 ·o11' ·  .66o8  9  774  28.3  718  2.1  969  '  '2~8 
•  - - ·-,  ..  . . 
-
..  ~--.-.. 
-tT;  ~·see note  on  page  38. 
-, 




Trend  in  final  turnover  of  the  aersseace  industry 
and·GDP,  1970  - '19?7 
(in  EUA  at  constant  prices) 
percentage. over  the per'; od  mean  annual 




FR  Germany  - 10~5  19.9  . "  neg. 




~-; 1  ,r 1,  7,.,2  France  .  .. 
,. 
ItaLy  59po9  ·?.1 .2  6~9  . 
.  ·  Netherlands  11"'5  26  •. 4  ..  1.,6 
·UK  38_,,4  14"3  4_.7 
EEC  (1)  37.;4  22.,.3.  4~6 
USA 
J  - 23_,6  23"9  neg. 
\ 
··(1)  - Se• note· on  page  38 
.  •  I 
/ 
Percentage of GOP  represented  bX 
turnover  of  the  aerospace  indu~try 1977' 
<.in  'I?UA  at  con·stant  prices) 





United  Kingdom 
·  EEC  (1) 
lusA 
0,.32 
0  .• 17 
1.18  I 
0,.33. 








. - .  ·~: 











2  •. 9 
3.,1 -- -·  i  :--...  -- - ..  - ··- ..  -.-'"  ·- -·· ·-·---...  ._  - -·  "----·--
·=······  .. ,r.·  •.  ···,;·." .. ··-1· .....  ~~···· ........ :.:,~ ··-=  ··_·:f  .. • ~r  .... , ....  ~ , .....  ~···-··  ... '  ,•. "": ··'"'·  --··'~· 
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..  ~-: 
...  ~·  ..  •  1•  •  • 
:I 
. :  ·.  OVERAL.L TURNOVERS  OF  :t'HE-MEMBER ..  STATES  IN  1977 
I 
.•'  (million  EUA  -~t  current  p~ices) 





. - breakdown  by  subsector  (%) 
-
~  .,.._  ..  · EUA  I 
''  'Airframe  ·-Engines.  ··-Equipment. 
.  ' 
'  -"":~ .  .).  - .. 
·FR  Germany  1  735~6  58.~2  10.~7  18_;2 
. .  ·.  .  .  .. 
~  ., 
Belgium·  f17  ... 8  '41.9  22.1  14,3 
~. 
'  ·' 
France  - 4  795.~6  61~7  18'~5  17"9  .. 
·-
~ 
•'  .. 
.-,.Italy 
.  ' 
•' 
708.,7  64.'4  ..  20.1  .12_,.0 
-.- ....  Net her Lands·  301.,0  84.,1  - 7  .• 4 
-·='f·  •'  ·' 
United  Kingdom  3  866_.9  40.2  32,0  '  26.2 
I 




I  ~ 
5~_.s··  21~5  20_.1  E  E c  11' 525  .• 6  ..  \ 
,. 
-
u s  A  ..  ( i)'  ·- 45.6  '  14&.1  - '18  ... 4  -· 
,~·:  .. 
~  .  ' 
-
.. 
. · · C.i.f··  ~igur.es '"estirri~t~d  from  final  turnover·--·. 
~  -.. "- -r·-·  ....  :~  ..,  ..  ,• .. ,;~!  •  * 
'-
. - , . 
.  -_y'  ...  •'  '. ·.·  • •  .  ~. 
·., 
'~  .  '  .  . .  . .  . 
•  •  •.-/''  r;  <I 
(  I 
,,· 
...  '>·-· 
\,  -~. ·.· 
'  .. ,:  ''  . 
...  ,.  ~ ' •  ~=t _.*!'!.".  ·.  ~~·:.:'!':? . . =  t 
--~J f;  : ,.._,.._;'<.~~--~ 
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FINAL  TURNOVER 
sreakdown  into  civil  and'military  contracts 
II  ::  II 
II  E E C  II  ..  u S A  II  tl 
lJ  m1  L l 1on  EU ~.  li m  1  L L , on  t: l.  ~ 
civil  . miLitary_  u  at  curren  civil  miLitary  nat  current 
!!·  prices  ~  %  n  .  Rri ces;  %  r. 
II 
·JI  II 
II  lh 
u  tl 
1974  II  5  :?32·  30  70  H  18  735  35  65  II 
II  .  II 
1975  II  6  848  28  72  1119 016  33  67  II  II 
II  .  tl 
1976  u  .7 974  28  72  ll 2 2  046  35.  65 
If 
·II  If 
1977  .  II  a·  274  25  '75  u 2-3  017  . 36  64  u  II 
11  II  - . 
II  II 
.f 
.  I  .  ~ 
'  ..  PROPORTION  OF  FINAL  TURNOVER  OF  EACH  MEMBER  STATE  EXPORTED  TO 
.·,.  INDUSTRIAL  UNDERTAKINGS .. 'IN  OTHER  MEMBER. SlATES  (%) 
/ 
·-
'/  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976  1977 
...  ' 
FR  Germany  71(0  '4i"8  14,.7  12,.1  22!3'8  28~7 
BelgiurJl  45.~6.  42.~~t0  56  .. 9  60,.3 .  '59  ... 4  54~4 
France  <1 ... 3  10.,,..7  9,  .. 3  10cr8  7.8  8v4 
·Italy  11 .• 0  14.,.6  11  .. 0  15~0  9D1 
'  1.·4  .• 
Nether Lands  1  .• ·o  2  ... 3  ·5  ... 6  6.3  7"-5  9v7 
'  UK  7,8  13.0  13~6.  15  .• 4  18~0  18.2 
~  .. -6 
'  11!"'3  12~5  13 .• 5  ·14~3  15403  TOTAL 
"-· .,_ 
-.. 
- .  ·~ 
.  .;. 
-.' 
~  .  ~  ,,'  : 
""-.... ' 
..  ,  '('. 
'·~··-" 
:' .' 
,f:" ,- ........... 
... 
<t  •. 
..  ~ -·  .... ,  .. :=  =  ..  ...  .  ~  . 
I  '•,  ..... 
,· . 
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./ ..  ·- BREAKDOWN  'OF  FINAL  EEC  TURNOVER  IN  1977  BY  CUST0MER  CATEGORY 
.~Customers . 
'  - . 
f  ..  ·,  4 
. - ~od~~fca~ions,  . 
::  ~epairs,  maintenanc~ 
r  ; 
. '-•  .  ~  :  .. 
.-;..  sales 
.  . 
Aerospace  manufacturers· 
in  non-member  countries 
-.' . ,' 
Fnd  users 
..  .~  . 
EEC 
'  .. 
· -'",.·non  member 
··  countries · ·· · 
;  . 
·.TOTAL. 
'  ,' "'  .. ~  . .  ' 






·3o  .• 6 
·' 
138  ... 6 
148  .. 4" 
1  534.~  1 
1  104_~:1 
43o.o·. 
-








.  ' 
.-' 
_  Mititaa 
~  ' 
.4 959.4 
1. "045 .• 9 
556  .. 5 
. '.  13  35~_~0 
~.· .... 





1  031_  .. 8 
/ 




5  372.3 
1·289  .. 6 
. -··587 .1 
3  4951"_6 
~  336  .. 0 
.·.2  565 .. 9 
1  104_  .. 1  .. 
1 -461  ~8 
100 t . 
1- -~  ..  -~•  j"  .  .,_ ......  .,  e•·•·-· •  •  •~•I  ~'  t  •'o  -
I 
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PERCENTAGE  BREAKDOW~ OF  FINAL  EEC  TURNOVER  BY  CUSTOMER  CATEGORY 
I  r. 
-
1975  1976  1977 
Customers  . 
civil  military  civil  /military  c·iv'i L  military 
l 
~-
States·  - hl  2Qd  .i&.  -46 .. 9  5-0  12..&  - -
,, 
.:.fi~D .contracts  5 .. 0  17.9  3.:--4  16_.9  2.9. ... 
12  .. 6  - ... 
~  __ modifications,  -
~ 
repa~·r.s, 






1:2.  .1:1.  l.:.2..  '  .?..~3 ..  1  .. 8  2.3  ,. 
manufacturers  -- ·-
in· non-member  count rie 
.. 
'·· 
End  users  ·- .!I.&.  lQ..:.2.  l2.:l  23.0  18'"'6  jb2.  ...............  - .. 
- EEC  8,.2  - 12!,9  - 13;o4  -
. - non-member  9  ... 4  20  .. 0  7  .• 8  23.-0  5o2  12.5 
countries  ... 
I  I 
~  .  .  . 
TOTAL  27 .• 9  72 .• 1  ·27~8  72.,2  25 .. 4  74.6 
....  .  : . 
'  ·.  _~,  .. ··. 
.. ___ ..;,,.. __  . ..  .  . ...  ·-~  . - ................  __ .. _..,.  ~  ..  .  .  . 
=* ,  .. , ..... '"'' .• ,,._ .. ,  ... ~  ,  •.  ~  ...... :  . ....  ,;.. .,. ...  +~  .  ·-·· ._ ~  .• =;,.·  '  '  '·  .............  ·  ••.. ~---- .  - ·•  -.  ·:;:~ .. ~  .... ; . . ·::  :...-~·: .~  .. ::.u·- ·.;~;:. 
,.-- ·. 
.  . 
I,  '  . .,. 
,  ' ..  ·.  -' 
..  '45  -·  ,.-' 
o,  0  I,· 
··  . BREAKDOWN  OF  FrNAL  EEC  TURNOVER  BY  MARKET.· 
.  '  '  .  .· 
.. 
(%) 
.1975  1976  1977 
..  -~---------+----------+-----------~--~------
;  . 
. 1  ·-.~.-Aerospace  .  ,··:'·----
.' 
- .. ·state · . · l. 
t  -~- .: ........  ~~ ... -~  '+  -·  ~  '-_  ... 
..;  Domestic  civiL 
· ..  ~  market··:~- ··.  .  · 
· ':_  ... ·  .. ·--·ex.ports 
. ....  ·'  .. , 
2.  ·.·~vi at  ion 
-·state· ·  · .... 
·-:..·oomest i c  civiL 
·  · · ·market  '..: ...  · ... 
..  - '  ...  ~  ..,. 
··.-Exports 
· 2 •.  1  ..  Airframes 
·:,·  ..  state  ·. 
',•  '  ~  . 
. _ .  -Domest i·c  civiL 
.  -,~  ·  ..  :·  market  · .. 
· ·_  ._.Exports 
,  .. -..  ,•  -. 
'2 • 2  Er.9 i ne .$. 
-·.state 
·- Domestic  ..  civil . 
. marke_t  ... 
..;.Exports 
2_.3  ·,  Equipment 
..;  ~tate· . · · 
- ·  · . - Dome.sti-c ·.-civil 
.  marke:t ·  .. 
. - Exports 
\ 
,• 
'  " 
'  ' 
','--
•. 




'.  \ 
58.-2.  . 
33.3 
·54.,8 
:  7,.6 
5.9  .... 4· 
·.  9  .• 5  -
' 31 ~ 1 
67 .. 9  .... 
10  .• 3 
' '21_,8 
.. 




. 36.·1 ..  · 
:- 6.8  .  ~· 
..  60~4  ... 
·1-..  '  7.9  ... 
.:  ..  31~.7 
-.  ..--
:,- 1:o:  .. 3·  · 
~s:.9-
-1  '  .  l 
.. 
·  ....... 





12 ·4 . 
36,  .. 6 
.·  46~3 
.  · 12.~ 
40.9 
5.8 .. 2. 
11..-9 
29  .• 9  . 
62.0' 
11 .• 4 
26 .• 6 
'' 
64  .• 9' 
·13 .4 
21.7 
65 .• 4 
12_  .. 5 
22 .. 1 
. 65,.3  ·. 
: 12 .. 4 . 
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BREAKDOWN  OF  STATE  BACKING 
,  BY  CONTRACT  TYPE 
II 
II 





mill  i o·n  EUA  II 
It  %  at·  current pri  c.e-~  II 
II 
'  ·-
R:_-t:  D:  .. con:t racts 
ci.vi.l  ~ 
· m  i l i t a r.y ·  ·. 




(1)  1977 






II  n 




.. 243,7  4.5  Jl 
II 
II· 








.4 082.7  76  It 
tl 
II 
f  ·U 
II 
169&'2  ,.  3,.1  II 
ff 
II 
3  913_.5.  72 ... 9  n  n 
II  ..  :! 
u 
tl 
5  372  .• 3.  100-




UNITED  STATES 
. . 
miL l'ion  EUA 
at  9urrent  price~ 
.. 





10  280 
-
-
14  505 
BREAKDOWN  BY-SUBSECTOR  OF  STATE  BACKING  IN  THE  EEC  IN  1977 
.. 
mill  ion  EUA  at  X  ..  current prices 
\  ~.  '  .. 
Ai-rframes  ..  3·350  .. 7'  ..  ·-·  ~- '62~4 ..  ,. 
Engines 
I  1  087  .• 6  20\0'2 
Equipment  ..  784,.4  '14.6  •.• 
~ 
Spa.ce  149-.6  2J1'8 
i ·-




















·,1 ~:  I  ' 
.- .. 
:' 
,  '  -~··  '  '~ 
....  .  ....  .  ·. 
'~- ..... _  ,. __ .  --
•  -· r  4  .....  ,  •  .- . 
I  ••• o' 
- ·-,47 
'  '  ~. ,  A.  ... 
':'-'!. 
~BREAKDOWN OF- STATE  BAC!<lNG-.  FOR  THE  EEC  AVIATION  INDUSTRY 
BY  CONTRACT  AND  SUBSECTOR. 
-- '_  .....  ..--..  -
•,  I  '  -, 
.  , .....  ·~  .. 
......  - _. 
') 
AIRCRAFT  · 




.  ' 
_.  Purchase & ma.intenance:. ... 
·  contrac-ts··. 
civil 
-.1.2!i-.. 









~- -R. ·.+  D c on.t ra ct  s  / 
~civil" 
_  mi tita·ry 
... __ Purchase  &  maint'enance· .-
·  .contracts 
· civil 
mil ita'f.·y  · 
. Total.· 
EQUI'PMENT-· .. _ 
.  ' 
R  +  D  co_nt r.acts 
. civil 
military 
'  ;  . 
100,.0 
.  ·_  13,.4 
18.6 . 
4 .. o· 
' ....  64_  .. 0 
100_.0 
-·~ Purchase  & . ma_intenance, contr,.  · 
civil·. 









.  ·:  '4 .• 3 
58 .. 7  ·. 










.. 1 ,6 
55  .• 9 
1'00,0 
6 .1_ 
28,  .. 8 
3..,5 
61~6 
· · 1  oo_'Fo 
-.. 
o.3 .-
.  21 ... 5 




..  79,9 
100,0 
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1.  The  figures  on  employment  in  the  European  aerospace  industry  have 
been  taken  from  the results of  the annual  survey  conducted  in 
collaboration  with  the  national  industrial  associations. 
Since  AIA  (the  Italian  industrial association)  was  unable to 
provide detailed figures,  2  180  units should be  added  to the  figures 
for  Italy  in  the various tables. 
· 2.  The  production  items  taken  into  consideration  in the  various 
subsectors are .the  same  as t.hose  given  in the  prev.ious  Chapter 
on  turnover. 
3.  The  annual  fluctuations  in employment  in  the  Community  render  it 
impossible  to  detect  a  defiriite  trend;  on  the  whole  it can  be 
considered that employment  in  this  sector  is  relatively stable 
·and. that this  stability, when  compared  with  the  increase  in 
turnover; is  a  sign of increased productivity  • 
. :  ·  4 •..  The ·tables  sho.wing  the .dist.ribu.tion of the  workforce  according 
·to occupational  gr~ding  sho~ld  b~ interpreted  with  a  certain 
amount  of  caution;  since there  are still difficulties  in  harmonizing 










EFFECTIFS DANS LA C.E.E. AU 31  DECEMBRE 1977 
-- · Repartition par pays_-
EMPLOYMENT IN THE E.E.C. UP TO 31
5t  DECEMBER 1977  -- -- - -- -- - -- ----- _!3~~~~~-<>w!"_ ~y  __  ~?\J~-~~x --- - ----




_  .. __  -- -- -
R&D 
R&D 
Deutschland·  ltalia  Nederland  Belgique 
·Belgie  . 
~.  Commercialisatior1et gestion 
L____j Marketing and Management '  " 
.:.  so·-
·· ..  ·, 
,•,  \I 
.EMPLOYMENT  tRENDS . 
.  ' 
'•  1972  1973  .1974  1975  1976  .  1977 
I 
.. 
F;R  Germany  52  4_55  52  985  52  982  51  914  51  '367  52  416  .  -
.aelgium  4'  941.- 4  380  4  422  4  025  •r  ...  5  015  4  895  ·.·  -
France  · :  108-525  106  132  106  769  108  915·  107  454  103  295 
Italy  28  500  30  000  30  000  30  768  31  991'  32  080  .  .. 
Nether la.nds  -6  600  7  000  6  555  7 682  7  865  7  320 
· Onite·d Kingdo  ~207 500  201  700  2-10  ·.100  233  792,'  227
1  402  219  251 
~  -
. E  E  C  408 '521  402  197  410  828  437• 096'  431  094  419  257 
.  - u s·  A  922  000  948  000  965  000  942  000  899  000  890  000 
Canada · 
.. 
I  28  800  31  700  . 28.  400  27  300  2-5  300  27  400 
J·apan·.  26  000  2'6  026  25·550  26  746  n.d.  . 23  756 
! 
.... 
•  I, 
'. >  - ~  •  •  ,•  •  '  ~  ••  ••  -
WORKFORCE  IN  THE  EEC  ON  31  ~ECEMBER 1977 
Occupational_.~  ra~_ing 
1.  ::Engineers.  &  managerial  staf 
2.  :Executive  stafJ. 
-technical 
-administrative 
3.  Ski l.L_ed  workers  -
4.  ~on-skilled wofke~s 
Total. 
FRG  • 
7  496 
13  626 
9  905 






'2  660 
282 
52  416  4  895 
F 
14  540 
36  830 
12  554 
I 
845 
7  750 
4"305 
~ 
13  805 
39  371 
5  375 
1  03  295  32  080 
NL 
655  44  411 
1  164  30  649 
1  535  34  983 
··  E  ..  ~--c. x 
68  421  16(13 
90  790 
63  990 
3  284 
682 
89  293  ~196 056 
19  915  ~  -
46_..,8 
7  320  219  251  419  257  100~-
-i 
===============================~========  ========~==========================~========~================= 
Main  activity 
1.  R&D 
2.  Production 
.... , 
·~  ·.,  ..  - - . 
-: 
3. Marketing  and ;management 
Total'_,  .. 
12  472  202 
31  220  3  698 
i 
il 
-~\ 8  724  995 
!  [ 
~)z 416  4 895 
28  819  3  835  .  1  098  45  236  91  662  21~.9 
53  507  23  330  5  030  132  648  249  433  59.5 
20  969  4  915  1  192  41  367  78  162  18.6 
103  295  32  080  7 320  219  251  419  257  100~~ 
~'I 
L-------------------------~·r·~.-----L----~-------+------~----~------~----------~ 52  -
BalEAKDOWN  BY  S·UB"SECTOR  . 
I  ,"'  .. •  .  : ~. '.  ~· 
.-
Airframes  ~ 
&  Engine~  . :  ..  _  . Equipment  TOTAL  - Space-_  -
''~ 
/'  -· 
I 
Occupa_t jpo~  L .grading  " 
' -·"'  ~ ·- ~-·  ., 
, 
1. -Engi·neers  __ + manageria-L  stafi  33  018.  15  969  19  434  68  421 
.  -
2.  ·Execut i-l!e  staff  -
- Technical  so  096'  16  125  2~ 569  90  790 
- Administrative 
' 
. 34  391  12  841  16  758  63  990  .-
3.- SkilLed  workers 
..  l 
:  .  89  193  54  126  52  737  196  056 
-- } 
4.  Non-skilLed  workers  .. 
- ... 
io: 
:  l 
- TOTAL  206 '698  99  061  113  498  419  257 
===~==~===========~====~;==•===  ~===========·  ============== =============== ===========. 
'. 
Main  activ:it~- •.  --
'  .... 
-·  -' 
'\  I• 
-1.- R&D  .  I  ·43  409  '23' 930  24  323  91  662 
. 
2~  Producti-on  122  567  57  658  69  208  249  433 
3.  f!l~rket ing  and  management  --
40  722  17  473  19  967  78  162  . --





TOTAL'  206  698  99  061  ~  ~  113  498  419  257 
=============================== r============ ~=============  F:============== -----------
_._ .... ________ 
-·  "'  .Breakdown  (%)  49 .• 3  23  ..  _6  :  "  27  ... 1  .  100,"7-
-I- •  •.  • - ,  .  ••  -
· --BREAKDOl.JN  OF  THE  -WORKFORCE  IN  THE  EEC"·ON·  31  .DECEMBER  1977 
(airframes :and· space  SLibsectors) 
'. 
Belgium  Nether lands  Onited ... 
..  FRG  .  :  France  It?Ly- Kingdom 
#E  .E~ 
Occupational  grading  -- - ... 
1  0  Engineers  +  managerial  staff 
1  4 940  .337,  9  577  575  453  17  136  33  018 
2.  E_xecut ive  staff  .. 
,,  . 
- technical  9  751  482  20  712  5  250  753  13  148  50  096 
- administrative  7 353  431  7  962  3  155  1  054  14  436  34  391 
,_ 
3.  Skilled  wo rke·r s  - 9  990  2  038 
119 
9  020  2  7:  '  31  960  I 
'•  442'  ..  "  89  193 
4.  Non-skilled  --~orke~s  2·820  52  3 780  404  6 965 
-- .  : 
TOTAL  34  854  3  340  57  693  21  780  5 386  83  645  ..  206  698 
. . 
~::==========  =============================== ------------ =========== -------- -------- :-===========  ---------------- _____  ..,.. ______  -------- -------- ----------------
~ 
Main  activity  .. 
.  . . 
•· 
'. 
R&D  :  9  240  136  15  231  2  BOO  1  020  14  982  43  409  . 
Production  19  681  2  318  31"  038  16  015  ·4 052  49  457  1-22  567 
•. 
Market'i ng  and  management  ...... 
~ fi  5  927  886  1'1  424  2  965  314  19  206  40  722 
'~  : 
L 
TOTAL  t~  34  854  3  340  57  693  21  780  5 386  83  645  206  698 
=======--==================  ======----------==================~========-==========-====-=-==-~·----------------- =  I~  ... 
.  ... ' .  .  ...  ~;.  ..  ..  .. 
VI  ...,.. 
I ..  · 
••  •  &  : 
.  . '  ~  ~ - '  ...  ~  --- ..  ' 
I)  :  .  '. 
' 
~·...  ..- ~  ..  ·~  ·.  ' 
· ...  '•  ..  /  . 
,  BREAKDb~N 0~-THE  WORK,ORC~ IN  THE  ~EC ON  31  DECEMBER  1977 . 
.. ,.  .· 
(E~uipment  su~sect~r) 
'-. 
FRG  B  F  .I  Nl  u  K- E  . .e- C.:  - - - -w 
·' 
) 
Oc_cupat ion a l. 
graa1ng 
I 
"  - . ' 
- :Eng i'n·eer s  + managerial  t' 746  47  2  011.  120  202  15  308  19  434· 
... 
.  .....  staff·  - Executive  staff 
- ',- - --~  . technical  2  684  15~.  8  913  1 -5'05  .411  '10 903  24  569 
.  '  .- -- . a  dm in  i s t ·rat i ve  1  419  143  1 882  570  ..  481  12  263  16  758 
.. 
..  '  .  - ; 
-''Skilled workers  3  473  216 
~ .10 
2'110  5.62  26  464 
~ 
·  ...  -..  763  52  737  ..  -. 
;  - 'Non-skilled workers 
~  899  11  565  278  7 396 
.. 
. '  : 
1 
TOTAL  10  221  570  23  569  4 870  1. 934  72  334  113  498' 
I 
========================= ============ ----------- ============ ===========E ============ =============  .... ------------- ---------- ------------------
Main  a~tivity 
..  .. 
'  i  - R & 0  2  296.  .  25  6  575  735  78  14  614  24  323 
: 
- Productfon  6  352  472  12  208  3  505  978  45  693  69  208 









\. . I-. 
'BREAKDOWN  OF  THE  ·woRKFORCE  IN  THE  EEC-GN  31  DECEMBER  19'77 
C  EnQ·1nes  sub sector) 
.  ...  ...  '"-
;  FRG  :  !!  .ffi.  i  .NL  u  _f<.  E -E~ C - -
• 
;  . 
'. 
- ·- _  ... ~ . 
Occu~ational grading 
J 
1.Engineers  -+  managerial  810  90  2 952  .  150  - 11  967  15  969 
staff 
2.Execut ive  staff 
/" 
- Technical  1  191  136  7  205  995  - 6 '598  16  125  ..  : 
8  284  - Administrative  1  133  134  2 710  580  ..  12  841 
3. Skilled  workers  3  882  406  .  2  6"'"  30  869  ~  r 
J  ~· 
~ 
I  .. 
9  166  - 54  126  '. 
4. Non-skilled  workers  325  219  1 030  5  554 
/ 
Total  7  341  985  22  033  5  430  - 63  272  99  061 
============================ ==========:=== ============= 
_____ ,.. _____ .. _  ....... 
ro===========  -------- ~=============  ==============  --------------- --------
\ 
Main  activit~  . 
1.  R&D  936  41  7  013  300  - JS: 640  23  930 
2.  Production  5  181  908'  10  261  3  810  - 37  498  57-658 
\ 
3. Marketing  + manag·ement  1  224. ;.  36  4 759  ',  1 320  - 10  134  17  473  I 
v 
..  t 
'I. 
ll  • 
341~ 
'·". 
Total  7  985  22  033  5  430  - 63  272  99  061  J 



















































































1.  The  figures  for ·the  turnover  and  workforce  of  the 
major  American  and  European  airframe  and  engine  manufacturers 
have  been  taken  from  information  supplied by  the  companies  them-
selves  in their published  annual  balance  sheets. 
2.  The  data  relating  to  General  Electric,  Pratt  & 
Whitney  and  Hawker-Siddeley  (until  its merger  with  BAC)  cover 
only  their aviation operations  and  do  not  include all  the activities 
of the groups  to  which  they  belong. - 58  -
TURNOVER  OF  THE  MAJOR  EUROPEAN  AND  US  AEROSPACE  COMPANIES 
(million  EUA  at  current  prices) 
Coun- Company  1973  try 
'•  1974  1975  1976  1977 
USA  ·  Boeing  2  713  3  125  3  000 
.  .. 3505  3  522  -·· 
USA.  McDonnel-L  Douglas  2  442  2 .575  2  627  3  169  3  106 
Lo-ckheed  2  746  2 734 
..  USA'.  2 '2·42  . 2  864  2  956  .  ~  ··. 
USA  General·  Dynamics- 1  335  1  647  1  748  2  284  2  542 
USA  Pratt  & Whi'tney  1  381  1  624  1  760  2  204  2  254 
USA  Gene rat  Electr·; c  ,, '310  1 '605.  1  591  1  404  · n:d. 
USA 
\  Rockwell  :  Int.  . 773  ·I  -1  053.  1  183  n.a.  1  560 
USA.- Northrop.  n.a.  715  796  1  131  1  403 
USA  Grumman  884  931  1  089  1  360 ...  '1  402 
France  Aerospatial~  651  . 817  - 1  353  "' ,  684  1  695 
UK  British Aerospace·(1)  - - - - 1  314 
UK  Rolls-Royce  859  919  . 1•073  998  1  077 
Franc~  Dassault-Breguet  634  . '636  798  1  109  1  016 
UK  B. A. C.  ·  346'  532  547  777  -
FRG  M.B.a.  ~372  481  503  581  661 
'· 
FRG/Ni..  VFW-Fokker  427 :·.  441  528  628  642  . 
UK  - Hawker-Siddeley  401. 
t.  368  433  441  -
Aviation  : 
, 
France  SNECMA  318 •.  308.  359  474  409 
FRG  oornier  149  169  . 124  177 
~  273  - [taly  Agusta  Cgroup)  80  93  118  209  254 
UK 
..  westland  (~roup)·  137  16.1  193'  211  213  ., 
!:ranee·  Turbomeca  87  ..  112  .  155  176  167 
~ranee  S  .. E.P.- ..  -
~  11-4.  147  162 
FRG  M.T.U.  (Munich)  169  171  149  144  153 
Italy  Aeritalia  116  103  142  178  134 
)Italy  F'IAT  A  vi az ione  41  42  71  92  100 
felgium  SABCA  25  28  35  41  53· 
.• 
(1) 
British  Aerospace  is  the  result of  the  merger  of  BAC  and  Hawker-Siddeley 
in  1977. 
-
'  I  --:  ...  ..  ••  ~  "  0.  • 
-·59 -
WORKFORCE  OF  THE 
MA~OR EUROPEAN  AND  US  AEROSPACE  COMPANIES  .  '  . 
.  -
Coun- .. 
..  )  try  Company  . 1973  1974  1975  1976  1977 
..  .  ~  . 
.• 
-:.  '!'  ..  USA.  General  Dynamics  62  400  63  600  63  BOO  71  600  73  700 
•: 
USA  British Aerospace  - - - - 68  000 
.. 
USA  .  Bo.eing  63  zoo·  75  400  72_600  65  400  . 66 ·900  ..  -
.. 
USA  McDonnell  Douglas  78 799  .  70 739  62  830'  57  867  .  61  577 
'. 
UK  ·Rolls  Royce··  59  988  60  515  '60,941  . '  60  000.  58  000 
-
,USA  Loc;kheed  ..  66  900  62  100  57  567  55 ··100  55  100  ' 
.  -
·.--. 
USA  Pratt & Whitney.  33  000  33  500·.  '43. 000  44  000  42  poo 
'.  .. 
France  Aero~pati  ale·  -- 41  399  40  Z4Z  ·.  36'  000  35  882  34  393 
~  . 
\ 
USA·. 
'.  .  . 
24  000 .  North·rop  · n. a.  26 .zoo·  23  300  .  26  ZOO  ' 
.  .- ~ 
'  USA  Gener.al  Electric.  Z3  000  23  ·ooo  ·  . zz  000 
.... 
..  n.a  22  sao 
I  .. 
\  .  '  .. -
FRG  M.B.B.  18  697  19 978·  20  030  zo  1Z3  19  000 
'  .. 
FRG/NL  V  FW-F-okker  17 120  17  978  18  565  18:543  17  473 
·-
Fr.ance  · Dassaul t-Breguet  14  855  15 .161  . 15  000  14  980  '14  819 
UK  ·Westland  (grou·p~  11'  414  11  904  12  599  13  000  12  894 
France  SNECMA  '14 160  14·  225  13  850  1'0  900  10  300  . 
Italy  AERITALIA  9  100  9'  283  9  000  9  284  9  306 
Italy  Agusta  (group Y  3  097  3 '392.  . .. 3  700  8  200  8  245 
. 
FRG·  ·ooRNIER  7  136  7  000  6 -723  6  641 
, .  6'848 
.... 
FRG  MBB  '  (Munich)  ''  6  118  ·s  711  5  514  5 '574  ·.  5  819  .. 
..  ~ 
France  ·rurbomeca  '4- 436.  4  558  4  700.  4  399  '4 480 
Italy  FIAT  Aviazione  _-z  400  .  2..  460  2 ·sao  .2 300  ?  550 
I  -
France  SEP  - - '2  279  2  456  2  340 
B~lgi  ur 1 SABCA  1. 800  1'  750.  1  750  1 840  1  835 
., 
UK.  tiAC  '34  124  34  994  35  000  34  528  -
UK  Hawker-Siddeley  35  ·aoo  . 35  000  . 32  000  33  800 
I 
-- 60  - .  ' 
DEGREE  OF  CONCENTRATION 
(Percentage of  Final  Aerospace  Industry  Turnover) 
b: EEC 
USA 
'  1977  1972  1977  '• 
.  \ 
~ 
Largest  Company  17.6  17~3  13.5  15. 3 
~ 
· Two  Largest  Companies  30·3·  30.6  25.7  28.8 
Three 
II  II  38.9  41.7  37.5 '  41.6 
' 
'  Four  " 
II  47.0  52.1  45.-1  52 •. 7 
Five 
..  II  II  54.4  58.8  52.6  62.S 
s;>< 
II  u 
'  . 
61.6'  65.4  59.9  68.6 
: seven  " 
II  68.4  69.6  63.2  75.4 
Eight 
II  "  ' 74_.3  71.8  66.6  81.5 
.  .., '' 
-" 
~ .  :  ... 
•. 
'- 61  ~;: 
TURNOVER  OF  COMMUNITY 
HE~ICOPTER MANUFACTURERS 
Cmil.Lion  .EUA  at  current  prices) 
" 
'· 
~  .  Company  I  year  1973  1974  197.5  1976  1977 
'  '  -
-
-~ 
'.  \ 
.  :_  Ae rospat:ia le. <F)  204.15  232.59  282.11'  402 .·32  429.90  -
~ Agusta  .  (I)  80.05  93-19  '118.51  137.64  182.29 
MBB  - (J~GJ  67.-44  .  81  .58  I  66.18  49.70 ..  41.-69 
Westland  (UK)  94.80  - . '104 .93  133.86  154.95  143. 51 
-- ... 
Total  . 446.44  512  .• 29 .  '600.66  744.61  797.39 
-
t  -~-
...  I  •  •  '• 
·, ... ~ 
WORKFORCE  OF  COMMUNITY  HELICOPTER  MANUFACTURERS 
I 
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- '.62  -
TURNOVER  OF 
LIGHT  AND  EXECUTIVE  AIRCRAFT 
MANUFACTURERS 
(million  EUA  at  current  prices) 
1973.  1974  1975  1976  1977  .. 
220·2  233•5.  457.7  354.8  380.7 
672.5'  160.~  833.9  1  099..3  1 359.3 
..  .. ... - 63  -
P  U B L  I  C  F I  N A N C I  N G  0  F  R & D 
I  N  T  H  E  C I  V I  L  A E R·O  S P  A C E 
I-NDUS T R I  E S ..... :.  ~~  ~'  •  'L  ........  ·~·  ..  •'  ... , .....  ~  •• 
- 64  -
1.  The  figures  given  in the  following  table  were  supplied 
by  SOEC  (1).  They  include  finance  granted both  to  industry  and  to 
research  centres,  l~boratories, universities,  etc.  · 
2.  The  approximation  can  be  made  -Belgian statistics 
for  the  financing  of  aviation  R&D  are  missing- that  for  the  EEC 
as  a  whole  one-third of  R&D  finance  is  devoted  to  civil  aviation 
R&D  and  two-thirds  to  space  R&D. 
3.  Although  the  comparison  of  statistics originating  from 
different  sources  can  sometimes  lead to  imprecise  results,  it 
should  be  pointed out,  for  guidance  only,  that  the  difference 
between  the  figures  given  in  the  following  table  and  those  listed 
in  the  Chapter  on  turnover  reveals  the share  of  public  financing 
which  is granted to  non-industrial  bodies.  It  would  therefore 
appear  that  approximately  90%  of  aerospace  R&D  financing  goes  to 
industry  and  the  remaining  10%  to other  research. institutions. 
(1)  Statistical Office of  the  European  Communities •. 
- 65  ~ 
PUBLIC  FINANCING  OF  AEROSPACE  R&D 
















Civil  Aviation  s  p  a  c  e  Manufacture  T o  t  a  l 
... 
\ 
a  b 
f 
c  a 
f 
b  c  a  b  I  c 
I 
I  FRG  63  795  11.4  1 .3  209  691  37.6  4  ... 3  273  '·86  49.0  5.7 
France  138.653  23.4  3.9  186  227  31 .5  5.3  324  880  54.9  9.2  - - -
Italy.. 
1 
680  0.5  0.1  58  897  45.8  8 .• '3  59  577  46.1  8.4 
Nether_lands  12·357  17-1  1.4  27  722'  38.4  3_.1  40  079  47 .  4'  4,.5 
Belg.ium  ...  .  ..  ...  25  421  32.lt  s.o  .  ..  .  ..  .  .... 
uk·  53  59? 
-28.4  2.1  62  991  31 .• 9  2.5  116  583  48.2  4.6 
Ireland  - - - ..  168  2.2  0.4  168  2.'2  0.4 
Denmark  ..;.  - - 9  674'  39.7  4.2  9  674  39.7  4.2 
\  - . 
Commission  - - - . 1  896  8'.0  .0.9  1  896  8 .o  0.9 
I 
To t  a  t  269  077  16.1  2.1  582  687  34.8  4.3  826  343  49.4  6. 1 
. 
================================================================================~================ 
a.  1000  EUA'  at  cu.rrent  prices 
.'b.  %of  appropriations  for  Productivity,  Industrial  Technology  a~d fare  R&D 
c.  %of  total  R&D  appropriations . 
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